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Abstract
This paper is devoted to the dynamic aspect of the IFO02 conceptual model, an extension of the semantic IFO model defined by S. Abiteboul and R. Hull. Its original aspects are a "whole-event" approach, the use of constructors to express combinations of events, and the modularity and re-usability of specifications in order to optimize the designer's work. Furthermore, it offers an overview of the represented behaviour. To complement the modelling part, IFO02 includes a derivation component which performs the implementation of specifications by using an active DBMS.

1 Introduction
Current conceptual approaches [BM91, LZ92, PS92, Per90, QO93, RC91, Saa91, SF91, SSE87] strive to meet the needs of both traditional and advanced applications. This goal is ambitious since it consists in preserving the benefits of semantic approaches [HK87] while integrating the strengths of Object-Oriented Data Base (OODB) models. In other words, these approaches not only have to handle complex constructors and propose concepts such as modularity and re-usability but they also have to offer an overview that comes as close as possible to the modelled real world. Furthermore, they must be independent of target systems but they have to be complemented by a derivation process in order to perform the application implementation. The difficulties increase when we consider the twofold aspect of the problem: application modelling includes both structural and behavioural representations. For this reason, conceptual models have often dealt with either one or the other, but not both of these aspects.

The IFO02 conceptual model integrates both the structural and the behavioural representation of applications in a consistent and uniform manner in terms of both the formalization introduced and the associated graphic representation. It is based on the semantic IFO model of S. Abiteboul and R. Hull [AH87]. This paper is devoted to the dynamic aspect of the model (its structural part is described in [PTCL93]) and to its derivation which implements the described behaviour by using an active DBMS [CBa90].

After a survey of related work, we give our reasons for proposing the IFO02 behavioural model (section 2). The various concepts introduced to represent the application behaviour are presented in section 3. The dynamic operation of a modelled system, which we call its activity, is then described (section 4). In section 5, we present the derivation of the dynamic part of IFO02. We conclude with an examination of the links established between the structural and behavioural specifications. In the appendix, we summarize the IFO02 structural part in order to give an overview of the model and to highlight its uniformity.
2 Related work and motivations

Conceptual models which give priority to behavioural specification [Per90, QO93, RC91, FS88, SF91] use an OODB model to represent the structural part of applications [RC92]. They deal with problems which are similar to those of concurrent system design and software engineering [LZ92].

In these approaches, the behaviour of applications is viewed as the set of reactions of the modelled objects when certain events occur. In fact, these models differentiate between local and global behaviours. Local behaviours focus on the object dynamics within classes while global behaviours represent the interactions between classes. Consequently two kinds of events are considered: local and shared events.

The object dynamics can be seen as states and transitions between states. In fact, local behaviour consists of valid transitions triggered by local events. An additional mechanism is required to coordinate the changes of object states belonging to different classes when shared events occur. These approaches make use of statecharts or temporal logic to represent the behaviour of the system.

This view of behaviour is simple, clear and works well with object-oriented models. For local behaviours, a behavioural facet integrated in the class description specifies events, occurrence conditions and triggered actions (methods or other events which are produced). The description of global behaviours is either encapsulated in the classes (through interaction equations in [SSE87]) or specified outside the classes [RC91]. In the latter case, no one particular class is favored but the behaviour in question is excluded from the inheritance hierarchy.

Nevertheless these models do have some drawbacks. First of all, they do not provide an overview of the system’s behaviour since it is divided into classes: priority is given to a complete vision of objects (structural and behavioural) rather than an overview of the system. Events are not represented in a uniform way: two abstraction mechanisms are necessary for local and shared events. Furthermore, behavioural inheritance depends on structural representation. In fact behavioural aspects may be re-used only for specialized objects according to the static inheritance hierarchy.

In these models, the conditions over event occurrences make use of object states. These states and the underlying objects are not always easy to identify since they do not necessarily correspond to attributes existing in the real world [AG93, RC92]. Consequently, it is necessary to introduce “artificial” objects in the structural representation in order to express behavioural constraints. This view of object behaviour as states has two disadvantages: the problem of making a complete inventory of states [Har88] and, above all, a structural representation which is no less faithful to the real world because of “artificial” objects. Finally, the concepts defined for the static and dynamic representations are very different and the designer’s required skills need to be extended.

In proposing the IFO2 model, our basic idea is that a conceptual model must offer the same qualities for the structural representation as for the behavioural modelling. More precisely, it must provide the designer with an overview of specifications not only for the structural part but also for the application behaviour. These specifications must be as faithful as possible to the real world. The modularity and re-usability mechanisms have to be as powerful in the static context as in the dynamic context.

In IFO2 the system’s behaviour is not understood as the reactions of objects to particular events but rather as the events which may operate on objects. These objects are specified as the parameters of events. We believe that a conceptual model which adopts this view can be as expressive as others while avoiding their drawbacks. Furthermore the modelling process is not object-driven since objects and events have the same importance in IFO2 and play a symmetrical role in the static and dynamic parts of the model. Consequently, we propose a twofold modelling approach to represent applications. The result of this modelling is a structural schema and a behavioural schema which are closely related but clearly distinct. As in the case of the conceptual qualities of the model, the problems for the designer are the same in the dynamic context as they are in the static context. These are: identify the representation units (objects or events) and specify the relations between them (for instance aggregation or specialization links between objects and synchronization or triggering chaining between events). From this idea, we adapt the concepts defined for the structural part of IFO2 to the application behaviour. These concepts, which give to the static part of the model, the required conceptual qualities described above play the same role in the dynamic part. The main advantage here is the uniformity of the model. The designer handles the same concepts, or rather concepts having the same philosophy, for both the static and dynamic representations.

In the following section, we present the behavioural part of IFO2 and show that this type of representation offers an expressive power comparable to other models while respecting the conceptual qualities mentioned above. The reader interested in the formalization of
the model may refer to [TPC94].

3 IFO2 behavioural model

An event is the representation of a fact that participates in the reactions of the modelled system. It occurs in a spontaneous manner (in the case of external or temporal events) or is generated by the application. In both cases, it occurs instantaneously, i.e. it is of zero duration. As in [ChagS, GJS92], we make the following two assumptions: no more than one event can occur at any given instant and the time scale is infinitely dense.

The structural part of IFO2 is defined with respect to the "whole-object" philosophy. We extend its scope to the behavioural part and refer to a "whole-event" representation, i.e. any fact which is involved in the system's reaction is modelled in IFO2 as an event. In fact, event modelling in IFO2 complies with a dual precept: typing and identification. For identification, we use the instant of an event occurrence as its identifier. The IFO2 behavioural model proposes three basic types. Their graphic formalism is illustrated in Figure 1.

- The Simple Event Type (TES) represents the events that trigger a method included in the IFO2 structural description. This means that we do not consider operations in the behavioural part of the model but only the events triggering these operations.
- The Abstract Event Type (TEA) is used to specify external and temporal events or events that generate other events.
- The Represented Event Type (TER) symbolizes any other type which may then be re-used without knowing its precise description.

Example 1 To illustrate the concepts presented in this paper, we use the example of a lift to represent a modelled system. A simple event type involved in the description of the lift behaviour is "Up", which describes the ascending motion of the lift cage and maps with a method of the structural fragment "Lift" (See Appendix). The TEA "Floor-Request" represents external events which occur when users request a floor (inside or outside the cage). "Satis-Request" corresponds to internal events produced when users reach the requested floor and "Arrival-Floor" stands for a different type of event.

To model the behaviour of a system, it is necessary to express synchronization conditions, i.e. different variants of event conjunction and disjunction. To answer this need, we represent complex events by using constructors. With this approach, we provide not only the required expressive power but also the uniformity with respect to the IFO2 structural modelling [PTCL93]. The event constructors, which may be recursively applied, are the following: composition, sequence, grouping and union. The event composition constructor reflects the conjunction of events of different types. The sequence constructor is defined like the composition constructor but with a chronological constraint on the occurrences of the component events. Event collections, i.e. conjunctions of events of the same type, are translated in IFO2 by the grouping constructor (similar to the HiPAC closure constructor [CBa90]). Finally, the union constructor expresses a disjunction of events of different types. The associated graphic formalism is illustrated in Figure 2.

Example 2 Let us imagine that the designer wants to specify the descending or ascending lift motion. He can use the union type "Up-Down" which is an alternative between the two simple types "Up" and "Down". Each one of these types triggers a method which performs a single floor motion for the cage.

The dynamics of the system may be seen as the linking of events (atomic or composite). These causality links are expressed through functions. In fact, the event types are interconnected by functions through the event fragment concept, focused on a principal type called heart. Functions may combine the following features:
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Example 2 Let us imagine that the designer wants to specify the descending or ascending lift motion. He can use the union type "Up-Down" which is an alternative between the two simple types "Up" and "Down". Each one of these types triggers a method which performs a single floor motion for the cage.

The dynamics of the system may be seen as the linking of events (atomic or composite). These causality links are expressed through functions. In fact, the event types are interconnected by functions through the event fragment concept, focused on a principal type called heart. Functions may combine the following features:
simple or complex (mono or multivalued), i.e. an event of their type origin triggers one or several events of their target;

- partial or total, i.e. an event of their type origin can or must trigger an event of their target;

- and deferred or immediate, if there is a delay or not between the occurrences of the origin and target events.

In addition, we differentiate between triggering and precedence functions. These roughly express the fact that an event of the fragment heart triggers the occurrence of other events or that it is preceded by the occurrence of other events. In order to emphasize this point, let us consider an external event. By its very nature, it cannot be triggered by another modelled event, therefore it is sometimes necessary to express that its occurrence is necessarily preceded by other events.

All the described features of functions express general constraints on event chaining. They are reflected through the proposed graphic formalism (Figure 3). Nevertheless, it is sometimes necessary to refine these constraints by specifying particularly precise conditions over the system's history. In IFO, such conditions are expressed on another level by using an algebraic language on events. This language is not presented in this paper due to space limitations (some operators are detailed in [TC94]).

Contrary to triggering functions, a precedence function, if it exists, is unique in a fragment since the different triggered events may be constrained by different specific conditions while preceding events can only be synchronized by using the mentioned constructors to trigger one event of the fragment heart.

The concept of fragment, inherited from the IFO model, is very important for the modularity of specifications. The fragment can be really considered as a unit of description of the dynamics since it specifies a complete “sub-behaviour” of the modelled system (with the heart events, their preceding and triggered events).

Example 3 Figure 3 illustrates a fragment in which the heart is the external event type “Floor-Request”. In this fragment, there is no precedence function. This fragment describes the lift reactions when a user requests a floor inside or outside the cage. The fragment heart is linked with a partial, complex and deferred function to the simple type “Closure”. The associated method in the structural schema closes the lift doors. The function is partial because, in some cases, an event of “Floor-Request” would not trigger a door closure.

These cases are the following: (i) the user wishes to go to the floor where he is currently located; (ii) or the door closure stems from another event, i.e. a previous request from the same floor. The function is deferred to account for the case where the user requests the lift while the latter is moving up or down.

The complex feature of the function specifies that a floor request may trigger the door closure several times. This situation occurs when a request processing is interrupted to serve floors requested by other users. When other users are satisfied the considered request triggers the closure of the door so that the cage can start again.

The TEA is also related to the composite type “Up-Down” which specifies an alternative between the two TESs “Down” and “Up”. The triggering function between the heart and the union type is partial, deferred and complex. It is partial to take into account three cases: cases (i) and (ii) of the previous function and the case where the requested floor is served when satisfying previous current requests. The deferred feature of the function takes into consideration the possible delay between the user request and the resulting lift motion. In fact the methods corresponding to the TESs “Up” and “Down” perform a single floor ascent or descent for the cage. This is what makes the triggering function complex. The union type “Up-Down” is the heart of a subfragment. The triggering function which relates it to the represented type “Arrival-Floor” (standing for a type described in another fragment and describing the cage arrival to the floor) is total and immediate. This means that any event of the types “Up” and “Down” generates an event of “Arrival-Floor”.

Contrary to triggering functions, a precedence function, if it exists, is unique in a fragment since the different triggered events may be constrained by different specific conditions while preceding events can only be synchronized by using the mentioned constructors to trigger one event of the fragment heart.

The concept of fragment, inherited from the IFO model, is very important for the modularity of specifications. The fragment can be really considered as a unit of description of the dynamics since it specifies a complete “sub-behaviour” of the modelled system (with the heart events, their preceding and triggered events).

Example 3 Figure 3 illustrates a fragment in which the heart is the external event type “Floor-Request”. In this fragment, there is no precedence function. This fragment describes the lift reactions when a user requests a floor inside or outside the cage. The fragment heart is linked with a partial, complex and deferred function to the simple type “Closure”. The associated method in the structural schema closes the lift doors. The function is partial because, in some cases, an event of “Floor-Request” would not trigger a door closure.

These cases are the following: (i) the user wishes to go to the floor where he is currently located; (ii) or the door closure stems from another event, i.e. a previous request from the same floor. The function is deferred to account for the case where the user requests the lift while the latter is moving up or down.

The complex feature of the function specifies that a floor request may trigger the door closure several times. This situation occurs when a request processing is interrupted to serve floors requested by other users. When other users are satisfied the considered request triggers the closure of the door so that the cage can start again.

The TEA is also related to the composite type “Up-Down” which specifies an alternative between the two TESs “Down” and “Up”. The triggering function between the heart and the union type is partial, deferred and complex. It is partial to take into account three cases: cases (i) and (ii) of the previous function and the case where the requested floor is served when satisfying previous current requests. The deferred feature of the function takes into consideration the possible delay between the user request and the resulting lift motion. In fact the methods corresponding to the TESs “Up” and “Down” perform a single floor ascent or descent for the cage. This is what makes the triggering function complex. The union type “Up-Down” is the heart of a subfragment. The triggering function which relates it to the represented type “Arrival-Floor” (standing for a type described in another fragment and describing the cage arrival to the floor) is total and immediate. This means that any event of the types “Up” and “Down” generates an event of “Arrival-Floor”.

The role of fragments is to describe a subset of the modelled behaviour that can then be used as a whole by means of the represented type concept. More precisely, represented types are related to fragment hearts via IS-A event links. Consequently, it is possible to
manipulate another type without knowing its description. The designer may defer a type description or entrust it to somebody else, while using a represented type which symbolizes it. Through the concept of represented type, the re-usability of specifications is real. An inherited behavioural aspect may be re-defined or refined by specifying the concerned represented type as the heart of a new fragment having other preceding or triggered types. Furthermore, IF0 takes the multiple inheritance into account since represented types may have several sources. The inheritance mechanism, introduced by event ISA links, is independent from the structural inheritance hierarchy. It is possible to reuse parts of the modelled behaviour even if they do not concern specialized objects. Consequently the re-usability of dynamic specifications is not limited by static considerations.

In order to model the general behaviour of the application, the partial views provided by the fragments are combined (via ISA links) within an event schema.

Example 4. Figure 4 shows the IF0 event schema “Lift”, involving three fragments, each one dedicated to a particular aspect of the lift reactions. “Floor-Request” describes the system behaviour when a user request occurs. “Cage-Arrival” is a particular fragment since it is reduced to its heart which is a simple event type re-used in other fragments. The corresponding method in the structural fragment “Lift” is an alert which returns the floor reached by the cage. Finally “Satis-Request” is dedicated to the lift behaviour when the cage arrives at the requested floor. The origin of the precedence function is a composite type “Stop”. It combines several events of the TER “Go-Floor” (by using the grouping constructor), in fact several floor requests, and a cage arrival. This composite type specifies which current floor requests have to be satisfied (as explained in the next section). These fragments are related by ISA links through the represented types “Go-Floor”, “ Arrival-Floor” and “Arrival”.

IF0 event schemas describe possible application behaviours exclusively in terms of events. The expressive capabilities of the model are comparable to those of object-state and transition based approaches. Despite their different philosophies [SF91, RC92], events and synchronisation conditions are quite close. IF0 however introduces synchronisation between operations, through their triggering events while sequential order is adopted in other models. Moreover, general conditions are expressed in an explicite way with constructors and a twofold causality link is proposed through the precedence and triggering functions. Compared with statecharts [Har88], the IF0 graphic representation is very concise and offers an overview of the modelled behaviour.

4 Activity of an IF0 schema

The application behaviour is represented by the event schema. It may be simulated by navigation through the graph. An outline of this behaviour consists in a propagation of event triggering. It stops when all the actions reflecting the goal sought by the system are achieved. These actions are described in the schema, within one or more fragments called satisfaction fragments.

Example 5. In our schema example, there is one satisfaction fragment: “Satis-Request”, which specifies that each user who requests a floor has to reach it, in the end.

This section provides further details of this general principle. Within each fragment, the triggering propagation is of course oriented by the precedence and triggering functions. This propagation stems from an external or temporal event or a combination of such events. In this case, the underlying TEA (or the type built up from these TEAs) is either the heart of a fragment without a precedence function or it is the origin of the precedence function in a fragment. It is considered as an entry of the IF0 event graph.

Example 6. The only fragment illustrating this case, in our schema example, is “Floor-Request” which, consequently, is the only entry of the graph. In fact,
the whole triggering cascade stems from the external event: a user requests a floor. Let us suppose that there is just one user at this instant and that he wishes to go to a floor above the one where he is. Now, in this situation, the external event triggers the door closure and then the occurrence of an “Up” event. This event causes the generation of an “Up-Down” event. In a general way, events of the composite type stem from the occurrence of the component types. The propagation continues on the level of the subfragment by the triggering of an “Arrival-Floor” event.

Therefore, in the general case, the event propagation is triggered, within a fragment, by the occurrence of an event in another fragment. The behaviour is then simulated by the navigation along the ISA link associating these two fragments, i.e. the heart of one to a TER of the other. Along an ISA event link, the navigation can follow one direction or the other depending on the “position” of the TER within its own fragment. If it is the target of a triggering function, directly or by construction, then the event occurrence of the TER systematically generates an event occurrence of the heart type of the related fragment. Therefore the navigation takes place from the ISA link target to its source and there is equality between the sets of occurred events of both the fragment heart and the TER, if the latter has only one source.

Example 7 In the “Lift” event schema, one TER is a target of a triggering function: “Arrival-Floor”. According to our previous assumption, an event of this type has just happened. This triggers the occurrence of a fragment heart “Cage-Arrival” event by navigating along the ISA link between these two types.

Let us now consider a TER that is the origin of the precedence function, or involved in the construction of this origin. This means that one of its events can only be triggered by the occurrence of an event belonging to the fragment heart to which it is related. The navigation along the ISA link takes place from its source to its target and there is inclusion or equality between the sets of events occurred for the TER and the heart, if the former has only one source.

Example 8 The two TERs, illustrating this situation in our event schema, are “Go-Floor” and “Arrival”. They are both used to build up the “Stop” type origin of the precedence function in the fragment “Satisfaction Request”. The occurrence of an event of these types is necessarily caused by an event of “Floor-Request” or “Cage-Arrival” respectively.

This first outline of the system activity shows that “everything begins” with the occurrence of external or temporal events.

When a triggering cascade is started, it must stop in the end. “Everything ends” on the level of satisfaction fragments since they model, as previously mentioned, the ultimate goal of the system. In fact such fragments not only describe the manner in which the propagation stops. They also specify this obligation to stop, by integrating the following constraint: a satisfaction fragment has to include a TER which is actually a triggering type in the fragment (i.e. it is either the source of the precedence function or the heart of the concerned fragment). The obligation to stop is then partially taken into account by the fact that any event of the related fragment heart must also be an event of the TER. The heart events are considered as being satisfied when the TER corresponding events actually produce the set of triggered events in the satisfaction fragment. This vision has to be refined by taking into account iterations that would possibly be performed during the graph navigation. Iterations aroused by the satisfaction fragment are performed by considering triggering functions which are complex or deferred. The chosen iteration is the first one found along the reverse path.

Example 9 Let us resume the activity of our schema example where we last left it, i.e. after the occurrence of a “Cage-Arrival” event. From this event stems an event of the “Arrival” type. Similarly, from the initial floor request stemmed a corresponding event for the TER “Go-Floor” in the satisfaction fragment. During the cage motion, let us suppose that another person calls the lift from the floor that is requested by the first user. This call does not yet generate any event in the “Floor-Request” fragment because the lift is engaged, but it triggers a corresponding event for the TER “Go-Floor”. At this stage, none of the two floor requests may be satisfied because the cage is not yet at the desired floor. This condition is expressed in the precedence function of the satisfaction fragment by comparing the structural parameters standing for the floor of the event “Arrival” and of the events “Go-Floor”. A first iteration is then performed, by following the ISA links, in order to again trigger the complex function between “Floor-Request” and “Up-Down”. Such a process is performed as many times as necessary to reach the required floor. When this happens, the condition of the precedence function in the fragment “Satisfaction Request” is true and the propagation carries on generating a fragment heart event. Let us examine its preceding event, which is of the

---

1 We do not explain the case where a TER has several sources since its description requires the concept of attached events not presented here due to space limitation.
"Stop" type. This type is defined as a composition of the "Arrival" type and a "Go-Floor" grouping. Therefore, the preceding event in question is built up from our two user requests combined with the last "Arrival" event. The event of the type "Satisf-Request" immediately generates a "Stopping" event and then triggers the opening of the lift doors.

5 From an IFOz event schema to E-C-A rules

In this section, we propose a derivation process to perform, from an IFOz event schema, the implementation of the modelled behaviour. Since our aim is to demonstrate the feasibility of translation, we opt for E-C-A rules similar to those of HiPAC [CBa90] (i.e. adopting its philosophy but without strictly following its syntax) because it is recognized as a reference in the area of active DBMS research [Cha89, CBa90, DBM88, DHL91, DPG91, GJS92].

5.1 Presentation

On the basis of an IFOz event schema, the algorithm described below is used to generate a set of E-C-A rules. Generally speaking, this process starts with the entries of the IFOz graph, examining the corresponding fragments. It continues by transforming the fragments linked to the entry fragments, following the ISA links from their target to their source. All fragments that are not yet derived are then examined. More precisely, each fragment gives rise to the creation of at least one E-C-A rule, except in the case where it is reduced to a TES. In general, however, a fragment generates several E-C-A rules. Without presenting the algorithm in detail, we give its general principles. The actions of the generated rules are either the methods corresponding to the TESs or the triggering or activation of the rules introduced during the derivation process.

In IFOz the conditions of event triggering are expressed when specifying the functions, in a language [TC94] that we do not present in this paper. The conditions must be exhibited in a preliminary stage of the application of the algorithm by adopting the same philosophy which is proposed in the derivation illustration.

The events that trigger the E-C-A rules can be external or temporal events of the IFOz schema. When a composite type is the target of a precedence function, the constructor used gives the type of combination of events of the E-C-A rule (conjunction, disjunction, sequence or grouping). If a type is the target of a triggering function, it is translated - in the simplest case of a composition or sequence whose children are TESs - by a series of actions. For the two other types, i.e. union or grouping, the actions generated automatically by the algorithm are rule triggering or rule activations. In the case of union, there are as many actions as component children and, for each of these actions, a new E-C-A rule is generated. In the case of a grouping, a single action is generated and a single new E-C-A rule is introduced, but we call it recursive because it must be executed several times: this is carried out by re-activating the rule.

The TERs are handled in a particular manner because their role in IFOz is to represent another type which allows for the modularity of specifications. If they initially participate in a fragment precedence function, their translation has repercussions on the event part of the rule derived from the fragment. In fact, this event part includes a disjunction of events corresponding to the different sources of the TER. If they participate in a fragment triggering function, their translation has repercussions on the actions of the generated rule. With the same philosophy as for derivation of union types, a triggering or activation action of new rules is created for each source of TERs, and these new rules are then generated.

Lastly, the characteristics of the functions influence the derivation that is performed. The deferred triggering functions of a fragment can introduce a deferred coupling mode between the Event component and the Condition component. They can also be translated in the case of recursive rule generation by activation (instead of triggering) of a new rule. The complex functions are translated according to the same principles as the grouping types, since they represent an iteration on the level of the target event types, i.e. through generation of recursive rules triggered by an action of the rule corresponding to the fragment. Let us note that the rules which we call recursive have the peculiarity of not having triggering events; this is because they have to be executed several times. In the ODE model [GJS92], they could correspond to "perpetual" rules. In the ATM model [DHL91], such rules would be described in an even more natural manner because the activity concept allows for the introduction of a loop.

5.2 The Derivation Algorithm

To specify complex events, we use the following notations: | for event disjunction, \ for event conjunction, ; for sequence and * for grouping (closure). Mode denotes the coupling mode between E-C or C-A.
Derivation Algorithm:

Input: both IFOr structural and event schemas.
Output: a set of E-C-A rules.

Step 1: For each fragment entry, Tentry, of the event graph: do RULE(Tentry, ((EVENT(Tentry), immediate), (true, immediate), Ø)).

Step 2: For each non examined fragment heart, Theart: do RULE(Theart, ((Ø, (true, immediate), Ø)).

The RULE function is defined by:

RULE(T, ((E, ModeE), (C, ModeC), A)) = rT
where rT is an E-C-A rule obtained as follows:

- rT = ((E', ModeE'), (C', ModeC'), A') with (E', ModeE') = (E, ModeE), (C', ModeC') = (C, ModeC) and A' = A ∪ ACTION(T).

- If T, a principal fragment heart (i.e. not heart of a subfragment), is the target of a precedence function, fp, of domain Tp:
  1. If T is an external or temporal event or is built up only from such events, then E' = (EVENT(T); EVENT(T')). Through this sequence, the semantics of the precedence function is captured.
     Else, E' = (EVENT(T)) and ModeE = deferred.

  2. Let c_p be the condition expressed in the function fp then C' = C' ∧ c_p.

- If T is the origin of n functions f_i of codomain T_i, we denote by c_i the possible condition associated to f_i, then: ∀ i ∈ [1..n]
  1. If f_i is a total, immediate and simple triggering function (c_i is reduced to "true" except for the union and grouping constructors) then:
     (a) If T_i is a simple event type then A' = A' followed by ACTION(T_i).
     (b) If T_i is a represented event type, for each source T_j of T_i then:
             A' = A' followed by ACTION(T_j).
     (c) If T_i is an union constructor built up from k types, t_k, the condition c_i is a set of k conditions c_k then: for each k, A' = A' followed by ACTION(t_k).
     (d) If T_i is a composition constructor built up from k types, t_k, then:
             A' = A' followed by \( \bigcup_{j=1}^{k} \) ACTION(t_k).
     (e) If T_i is a sequence constructor built up from k types, t_k, then:
             A' = A' followed by ACTION(t_1) · · · followed by ACTION(t_k).
     (f) If T_i is a grouping constructor of child t, the condition c_i captures the number of generated events of t (more precisely, c_i holds until this number is reached by a repeated execution of the underlying rule), then A' = A' followed by fire RULERecursive(t, (Ø, (c_i, immediate), Ø)).

2. If f_i is a partial, immediate and simple triggering function:
   (a) If T_i is a simple event type then:
       A' = A' followed by fire RULE(T_i, ((E', ModeE'), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (b) If T_i is a represented event type then:
       for each source T_j of T_i: A' = A' followed by fire RULE(T_j, ((E', ModeE'), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (c) If T_i is a union constructor built up from k types, t_k, the condition c_i is a set of k conditions c_k then: for each k, A' = A' followed by fire RULE(t_k, ((E', ModeE'), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (d) If T_i is a composition or sequence constructor then:
       A' = A' followed by fire RULE(T_i, ((E', ModeE'), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (e) If T_i is a grouping constructor of child t then:
       A' = A' followed by fire RULERecursive(t, (Ø, (c_i, immediate), Ø)).

3. If f_i is a deferred and simple triggering function then:
   (a) If T_i is a simple event type then:
       A' = A' followed by fire RULE(T_i, ((E', deferred), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (b) If T_i is a represented event type, then:
       for each source T_j of T_i: A' = A' followed by fire RULE(T_j, ((E', deferred), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (c) If T_i is an union constructor built up from k types, t_k, the condition c_i is a set of k conditions c_k then: for each k, A' = A' followed by fire RULE(t_k, ((E', deferred), (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
   (d) If T_i is a composition or sequence constructor then:
       A' = A' followed by fire RULERecursive(t, (Ø, (c_i, immediate), Ø)).
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(e) If $T_i$ is a grouping constructor of child $t$ then: $A' = A'$ followed by enable $RULER_{Recursive}(t_i,(c_i, immediate),\emptyset))$.

4. If $f_i$ is a complex triggering function then $A' = A'$ followed by enable $RULER_{Recursive}(T_i,(c_i, immediate),\emptyset))$.

The $RULER_{Recursive}$ function is defined by:

$$RULER_{Recursive}(T, (0, (C, ModeC), A)) = r_T$$

where $r_T = (\emptyset, (C'', ModeC''), A'')$ is an E-C-A rule obtained as follows:

if $(\emptyset, (C', ModeC'), A')=RULE(T, (0, (C, ModeC), A))$, then: $(C'', ModeC'')=RULE(T_i, (0, (C, ModeC), A))$, $A'' = A'$ followed by enable $r_T$.

The function $ACTION$ returns the actions of the specified type:

1. If $T$ is an abstract event type then: $ACTION(T) = \emptyset$.

2. If $T$ is a simple event type then: $ACTION(T) = OCC(T)^2$.

3. If $T$ is an union constructor built up from $k$ types, $t_k$, we obtain $k$ conditions, denoted by $c_k$, corresponding respectively to one of the event types, then: for each $k$ $ACTION(T) = fire RULE(t_k, (0, (c_k, immediate), \emptyset))$.

4. If $T$ is a represented event type of $p$ sources noted $T_{s_p}$, then:

$$ACTION(T) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{p} fire RULE(T_{s_p}, (0, \emptyset, \emptyset)).$$

5. If $T$ is a composition constructor built up from $k$ types $t_k$, then:

$$ACTION(T) = \bigcup_{j=1}^{k} ACTION(t_k).$$

6. If $T$ is a sequence constructor built up from $k$ types $t_k$, then: $ACTION(T) = ACTION(t_1)$ followed by $ACTION(t_2)$ followed by $ACTION(t_k)$.

The result of the function $EVENT$ is an event, possibly complex, corresponding to the IFO2 specified event type:

1. If $T$ is a simple or an abstract event type then: $EVENT(T) = T$.

2. If $T$ is an union constructor, built up from $k$ types $t_k$, then:

$$EVENT(T) = (EVENT(t_1) | EVENT(t_2) ... | EVENT(t_k)).$$

3. If $T$ is a represented event type, it exists $p$ sources denoted $t_{s_p}$, then:

$$EVENT(T) = (EVENT(t_{s_1}) | EVENT(t_{s_2}) ... | EVENT(t_{s_p})).$$

4. If $T$ is a composition constructor built up from $k$ types $t_k$, then:

$$EVENT(T) = (EVENT(t_1), EVENT(t_2) ... , EVENT(t_k)).$$

5. If $T$ is a sequence constructor built up from $k$ types $t_k$, then: $EVENT(T) = (EVENT(t_1) ; EVENT(t_2) ... ; EVENT(t_k))$.

6. If $T$ is a grouping constructor of child $t$ then:

$$EVENT(T) = EVENT(t)^*.$$

After application of the derivation algorithm, it is possible to proceed to an optimization stage for reducing the number of generated rules. This mainly consists in taking all the rules with identical Event and Condition components and grouping them together into a single rule. For any rule with no triggering event and no condition, i.e. a rule triggered by another rule, it is also possible, on condition that it is not recursive, to include its actions in the calling rule. Lastly, we want to point out that, in the ATM model, all recursive rules could be eliminated by simply substituting their actions for their initial triggering within a "Repeat Until" loop that is part of the definition of an activity.

5.3 Illustration

We apply the previous algorithm to our event schema example (Figure 4). Firstly, we describe, in an intuitive way, the preliminary step for the state specification.

In fact, conditions over event occurrences are expressed through IFO2 functions by using manipulation operators on events [TC94]. The problem is then to translate constraints over events into constraints over object states. The functions between "Floor-Request" and "Closure" includes two conditions. Firstly, a floor request would trigger the door closure only if the lift door is opened. In our specification language the expression of this condition looks like: "was there a door opening since the last closure?". An attribute, "Door-Status" whose values would be "closed" or "opened" appears suitable for capturing the required semantics. The second condition to be taken into account is the following: the door closure is performed only if there are still requests to be satisfied. These requests are
identified, in the function specification language, by comparing the events of the “Floor-Request” type and the events of “Go-Floor” which actually triggered a “Satis-Request” event. To translate this constraint on events, it is relevant to introduce in the structural fragment “Lift” (See Appendix) an attribute called “Status” which indicates whether the cage is engaged or not (“engaged” or “waiting”). These attributes, shaded in figure 6 in the appendix, are particular since they are “artificial”.

We now examine the application of the algorithm. In our example, the only entry of the graph is “Floor-Request”. Consequently the derivation starts with the translation of the associated fragment by evaluating the following function:

\[ \text{RULE(Floor-Request, ((EVENT(Floor-Request), immediate), (true, immediate), 0))} \]

The generated E-C-A rule includes the activation of two recursive rules translating the complex feature of the triggering functions in the fragment.

- **Floor-Request**
  
  **E:** Floor-Request
  
  **Immediate**
  
  **C:** True
  
  **Immediate**
  
  **A:** enable \( r_{\text{Closure}} \)
  
  enable \( r_{\text{Up-Down}} \)

The recursive rule \( r_{\text{Closure}} \) is achieved by:

\[ \text{RULE(Recursive(Closure, (\emptyset, (C_{\text{Closure}}, immediate), \emptyset))} \]

where \( C_{\text{Closure}} \) is the condition extracted from the function between “Floor-Request” and “Closure”. The actions of the rule consist in the closure method call and its own re-activation.

- **Closure**
  
  **E:**
  
  **C:** Lift.Door-Status='opened' \&
  
  (Lift-Cage.Status='waiting'
  
  \& Para(Floor-Request, Floor) ->
  
  Lift-Cage.Position)
  
  \& Lift-Cage.Status='engaged')
  
  **Immediate**
  
  **A:** Closure
  
  enable \( r_{\text{Closure}} \)

In the same way, the translation of the composition type “Up-Down” generates a recursive rule. Let us note that the union constructor derivation triggers two rules, \( r_{\text{Up}} \) and \( r_{\text{Down}} \), whose conditions are mutually exclusive.

The TER “Arrival” is translated into the method call of its source since the concerned fragment is reduced to a TES.

- **Up-Down**
  
  **E:**
  
  **C:** Lift.Door-Status='closed' \&
  
  Lift-Cage.Status='engaged'
  
  **Immediate**
  
  **A:** fire \( r_{\text{Down}} \)
  
  fire \( r_{\text{Up}} \)
  
  Cage-Arrival
  
  enable \( r_{\text{Up-Down}} \)

The derivation ends with the translation of the satisfaction fragment by applying:

\[ \text{RULE (Satis-Request, ((EVENT(Stop), immediate) , (true, immediate), \emptyset))} \]

The generated rule includes, in the event part, the composition which is the source of the precedence function in the fragment. It specifies which occurrences of “Floor-Request” actually cause the triggering of the “Stop” and “Open” methods.

- **Satis-Request**
  
  **E:** Floor-Request*, Cage-Arrival
  
  **Deferred**
  
  **C:** For each Floor-Request, Para(Floor-Request, Floor) = Cage.Position
  
  **Immediate**
  
  **A:** Stop
  
  Open

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the behavioural part of the IFO2 conceptual model. Its original aspects are a “whole-event” approach, the use of constructors to express complex combinations of events and the re-usability and modularity of specifications in order to optimize the designer’s work. The IFO2 model offers a uniform specification of both the structural and the behavioural parts of applications. We believe that such a uniformity is particularly important on a conceptual level. In the two frameworks, structural and behavioural, the same fundamental concepts, such as re-usability, modularity, identification, and etc are used. Types, constructors and fragments are defined by adopting an analogous formalism and they have the same semantics or at least the same philosophy in the static and dynamic parts of the model. A homogeneous graphic representation is presented and can fa-
ciliate the dialogue between designers [Har88] in order to better take advantage of specification modularity. Links between the structural and behavioural specifications are the following. First of all, basic operations are included in the associated structural schema and are used as simple types in the behavioural description. Object types on which event types operate are specified through the parameter concept. Finally, conditions over objects may be expressed in the specification of fragment functions.

The derivation component which generates ECA rules from the IF02 behavioural specification can be associated to the transformation of IF02 structural schema into OODB models [PTCL93] in order to perform a complete implementation of the applications.

In an intuitive way, we have shown through our example how to transform conditions over events in conditions over states. This important step in the derivation process of IF02 schemas cannot be completely automated. Our aim however is to develop an aid in the identification of this states. This aid will make it possible to guide the designer in exhibiting objects which we call "artificial" and in specifying their domain. This will specifically concern the expressed conditions in the specification language of functions and the parameters of events.
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Appendix

IFO₂ Structure: A brief outline

To present the static part of the IFO₂ model, type concept is firstly described as well as the different constructors. The fragment and the IFO₂ structural schema are then presented.

There are three basic object types (Figure 5):

- **Printable Object Type (TOP)**, used for application I/O (Input/Output are therefore environment-dependent: String, Integer, Picture, Sound, etc.), which is comparable to the attribute type of the Entity-Relationship model;
- **Abstract Object Type (TOA)** which would be perceived as entity type in the Entity-Relationship model;
- **Represented Object Type (TOR)** which handles another type through the ISₐ specialization link. This concept is particularly interesting when considering modularity and reusability goals, since it allows the designer to use a type without knowing its precise description.

**TOP** Max-Weight  **TOA** Lift  **TOR** Lift-Cage

*Printable Object Type*  *Abstract Object Type*  *Represented Object Type*

Figure 5: Example of Basic Type

IFO₂ takes into account five constructors:

- **aggregation and composition**: they represent the tuple constructor of OO models with an exclusivity constraint for the composition (an object can take part in a unique way);
- **collection and grouping**: they represent the set-of constructor of OO models with an exclusivity constraint for the grouping;
- **union**: it is used for similar handling of structurally different types. This constructor represents the ISₐ generalization link enhanced with a disjunction constraint between the generalized types.

These constructors can be recursively applied according to specified rules for building up more complex types. The types can be linked by functions (simple or complex; partial (0:N link) or total (1:N link)) through the fragment concept. The aim of the fragment is to describe properties of the principal type called heart. For each fragment, a set of methods is associated. IFO₂ being a conceptual model, only the signature of these methods is required. These operations are one of the links between the structural and the behavioural specifications.

Finally, an IFO₂ structural schema is a set of fragments related by ISₐ specialization links according to building rules.

Figure 6 proposes the IFO₂ structural schema for the lift example. It is made up of two fragments “Lift” and “Cage”. They are related by an ISₐ link through the represented type “Lift-Cage”. The fragment of heart “Lift” has “Id-Number”, “Load” (built up as an aggregation of “Max-Weight” and “Max-User” types) and “Lift-Cage” as properties. Since a lift serves several floors, we have a complex function from “Lift” to the simple type “Floor”. For the fragments “Lift”, the methods are “Up”, “Down” and “Cage-Arrival”. Among the methods of the fragment “Cage”, “Stop” is triggered to stop the cage and “Open” to open the doors.

**Figure 6** proposes the IFO₂ structural schema for the lift example. It is made up of two fragments “Lift” and “Cage”. They are related by an ISₐ link through the represented type “Lift-Cage”. The fragment of heart “Lift” has “Id-Number”, “Load” (built up as an aggregation of “Max-Weight” and “Max-User” types) and “Lift-Cage” as properties. Since a lift serves several floors, we have a complex function from “Lift” to the simple type “Floor”. For the fragments “Lift”, the methods are “Up”, “Down” and “Cage-Arrival”. Among the methods of the fragment “Cage”, “Stop” is triggered to stop the cage and “Open” to open the doors.

**Figure 6**: The “Lift” Structural Schema